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ACCESSING REDCAP

-Email your name, email address, and jurisdiction used for SAMS to 
smiths79@michigan.gov

-A request to have REDCap added to your SAMS profile will be made by DTBE on 
your behalf

-You will receive an email when it has been added

-The workgroup will add the project to your REDCap profile



ACCESSING REDCAP

Log into SAMS as you normally would

Find REDCap in your list of applications

Click



ACCESSING REDCAP

At the top left select “My Projects”



ACCESSING REDCAP

Click on TB-COVID comorbidity project



GENERAL GUIDELINES

-Except for RVCT# all data entered pertains to COVID and ideally will be obtained 
from the COVID case report in your surveillance system

-Except for required fields, if a valid value cannot be determined use the “unknown” 
radio button

-No fields other than date of birth should contain personal identifiers







DATA ENTRY

To add a new record or make edits to 
one previously entered, click 
Add/Edit Records

Likely won’t need to use any of the 
other features on this page



DATA ENTRY

Either click “Add new record”

Or select a record number from the 
drop down

When you add a new record, record the 
record number assigned somewhere to 
make editing easier if needed



DATA ENTRY

To start data entry, select any of the 
radio buttons

Unless your case report data is ordered 
differently from the CDC case report 
form, I recommend starting with the first 
one 



DATA ENTRY

Data entry is split into different “forms”

You can switch between them to make 
corrections or enter data in a different 
order by clicking radio buttons on the 
left navigation pane



JURISDICTION AND CASE IDENTIFIERS



MOVING ON TO NEXT “FORM”



CASE CLASSIFICATION AND REPORT DATE



HOSPITALIZATION AND DEATH



-Selecting “Yes” for any 
of these three 
questions opens 
dropdowns

-Enter dates or select 
“unknown”

-You can always “reset” 
the field radio buttons 
to blank if needed



DEMOGRAPHICS



DEMOGRAPHICS

Should be entered as recorded on 
the COVID case report

But most likely will match TB case 
report

Some variations in age and county 
of residence are expected



CLINICAL COURSE AND SYMPTOMS



-Selecting “Symptomatic” 
opens all related questions

-You can always “reset” the 
field radio buttons to blank 
if needed



-Selecting “Yes” for “Did the 
patient’s symptoms resolve” 
of opens “Date of symptom 
resolution”



CLINICAL COURSE AND SYMPTOMS



-Selecting “Yes” to 
“mv/intubation” opens 
additional option below



PAST MEDICAL HISTORY AND SOCIAL HISTORY



-Selecting “Yes” opens 
condition risk behavior list



-Selecting “Yes” for the any 
of the following opens 
additional questions below:
- “Other chronic diseases”
- “Other underlying condition or 

risk behavior”
- “Disability”
- “Psychological/psychiatric 

condition”
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-Selecting “Yes” for the any 
of the following opens 
additional questions below:
- “Other chronic diseases”
- “Other underlying condition or 

risk behavior”
- “Disability”
- “Psychological/psychiatric 

condition”



SARS COV2 TESTING



-Selecting “Pos” for “Other” 
opens a specify box



ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
OR NOTES

Not required

You may enter additional comments 
if relevant

When all available data is entered 
on all “forms” click “save & exit 
form”



DATA ENTRY

When all “forms” are marked as 
“complete” all radio buttons will be 
green

You can still go back and edit any 
forms if necessary

If anything is still pending or needs to be 
looked up, I recommend leaving the 
relevant “form” incomplete until the data 
is entered or updated



EDITING RECORDS

Select the record number from the 
drop down

When you add a new record, record 
the record number assigned 
somewhere to make editing easier



Demo



THANK YOU! Email smiths79@michigan.gov
with questions or concerns

Questions?

mailto:smiths79@michigan.gov
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